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ABSTRACT: The managing of Database (DB) schema evolution is already a very interesting research domain. The main used
mechanism for this management is the versioning. It provides a solution for handling changes in the structure of databases
and it is widely used in the context of static, temporal and object oriented databases. With the growing interest in geographical
databases, the managing of the schema evolution of these databases becomes a challenge. We propose, in this article, an
approach for managing the schema evolution for GDB using temporal versioning. The proposed approach is based on an
object oriented formalism. It presents a set of classes for versioning and others for stamping the different versions. It can
resolve some problems such as data duplication, the unnecessary copying of information that does not change and the use
of “Nil” values. In our approach, data is never physically converted and it is always accessed through conversion interfaces.
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1. Introduction

After its implementation, a DB schema can have several changes. In order to avoid the loss of information after schema change,
the managing of schema evolution was introduced in several DataBase Management Systems (DBMS) that guarantee data
maintain while adapting them to the new schema.

However, conserving the last schema may pose problems for applications compiled with the old schema that no longer functioning.
To resolve this problem, the maintain of different schemata of the DB is necessary. It is favored by the use of a versioning
mechanism usually known as schema versioning. In fact, versioning mechanism is widely used in several domains. It allows to
conserve and to manipulate real word entity evolution over time and it allows to have several presentations of the same entity
during different periods.

The rest of the article will be structured as following: in the second section, we will present an overview of schema versioning.
In the third section, we will explain our approach of temporal schema versioning in GDB before concluding with the perspectives
of this work.

2. Schema Versioning in DBs

We will present, in this section, an overview of schema versioning in relational DBs (RDB), object oriented DBs (OODB) and
GDBs.

An Approach of Schema Versioning in Geographical Databases
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2.1 Schema Versioning in RDBs
The study presented in [25] discussed some problematic issues related to schema versioning supported by DBMS: modeling,
architecture and interrogation languages. In [5]), basic principles and track solutions for managing schema versioning and
temporal data in a multi-versions environment (MVSE) have been defined. In (Brahmia et al., 2005), authors analyzed schema
versioning problems in multi-temporal RDB in order to permit tools conception, implementation and evaluation in such an
environment. The same authors, in [6], proposed versioning schema according to a new temporal timeline which is the application
timeline. For every version, they allocated a start application time when it is created and an end application time when it is
updated or deleted. However, the three approaches of schema versioning in a multi-temporal RDB presented in [8] use data
versioning timelines for stamping schema versions. These timelines are: transaction timeline, valid timeline and bi-temporal
timeline.

For storing data in a MVSE, two approaches are suggested in (De Castro et al., 1995) and [8]): (i) single-pool approach in which
all data defined on a schema version of a relation are stored in a single and shared pool (ii) multi-pool approach in which data
defined on every schema version are stored in a storage space relative to this version.

Recently, authors in [27] proposed a new approach for bi-temporal and multi schema versions DB called PMTV (Partial Multiple
Table Version) that avoids limits of the single-pool approach (excessive use of storage space, high research time, no availability
of DB when it is converted) and the multi-pool approach (data redundancy, high number of versions, cost temporal joins,
complex multi-schema query and result structure). This approach is based on the temporal normalization concept [21]. It stores
data of every partial schema version of a relation in an independent storage space. A partial schema version is created only after
the addition of a set of new attributes; the DBMS will implement it through a new space containing only the relation key and the
attributes added. Attribute deletion or type update, for example, do not generate a partial schema version creation but are treated
in the same way as in the single-pool approach. Authors proved that their approach (PMTV) is the best one compared to the two
latest approaches as far as time conversion of DB and query treatment time are concerned, provided that a bi-temporal index
(Salzberg et al., 1999) is used. But, we perceive that it has some limits such as the change operators which are limited to the
addition of attributes. It also requires bi-temporal index in order to have adequate query treatment time. However, managing
these indexes consumes time and space.

2.2 Schema Versioning in OODBs
Research works related to schema versioning in OODBs are started in the middle of 1980’s years when advanced applications (as
CAO, for example) needed updating values and structures of DB stored objects [17, 2]. Most schema versioning models have
been defined by expanding object versioning concepts because both domains have many needs in common. However, studies
related to schema versioning are very limited compared to those relative to object versioning. A schema versioning approach
consists in the creation of a new version from an existing one by applying a set of primitive changes and then establishing a
derivation link between them. The above approach produces an hierarchy of version derivations or more precisely a tree
structure [9, 18, 4, 7, 19, Oussalah et al., 1997]. The schema versions can be successive or alternative. However, DB designer or
administrator may want to benefit from two or many existent versions in order to construct a new one. Therefore, the system
must have the capacity of merging
versions.

Another approach of schema versioning is based on view concept. The majority of view models permit the modification of
object structure by producing different views of a global schema [10, 3]. In [16], the DB designer or administrator can  derive a
new view from an existent one or merge many views in order to have a new one. The principal limit of view approach consists in
the fact that derivation and merging relations between views that describe schema evolution line are not maintained. Otherwise,
all views are derived from the global schema. Therefore, DB designer or administrator doesn’t have any track of schema
evolution historic. Some models use class versioningto treat schema changes [18, 20, 1]. In thesemodels, a new class version is
created when some changes are realized on an existent version of this  class. All class versions form a version hierarchy i.e.tree
structure. Generally, OODB schema consists of  several classes forming a set of class version hierarchies. So, a mechanism of
existent class versions configuration is necessary. A method of configuration has been proposed by [12] for multi-versions
OODB. It consists in the use of logical container called context which is a possible representation of the real world or more
precisely a DB schema version. However, at schema level, the containers of class versions that represent schema versions are
related between them by only derivation links. Merging schema versions is not maintained.
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The progress realized in temporal OODBs has, recently, given birth to a new approach that combines time and version concepts
in order to manage schema versioning. Every schema version is stamped by its transaction and/or valid time. Three principal
models illustrate this new approach: “Temporal Versioned Object-Oriented data model (TVOO)” [26], “Object-Oriented Data
Model contextualized to Schema Versions (OODM |SV)” [13] and “Temporal and Versioning model for Schema Evolution
(TVSE)” (Galante et al., 2005). TVOO offers a schema versioning using transaction timeline while OODM |SV and TVSE offer a
schema versioning using transaction and/or valid timeline. Note that TVOO and OODM |SV are two formal models.

2.3 Schema Versioning in GDBs
With the emergence of new type of applications necessitating spatial data manipulation, new type of DBs is appearing. It is
about GDBs storing information called georeferenced. This information is related to real world entities which are always in
transformation and/or movement. GDBs must permit the manipulation of these evolutions over time. Versioning mechanism is
also used for managing GDBs evolution. Some research studies were focused on similarities between problems raised by
versioning in temporal level and spatial level to offer solutions for GDBs. In fact, in order to stamp different versions, they use
the same timelines which are transaction timeline and valid timeline in order to define times as: transaction-time, transactionschema-
time, valid-schema-time, registrationshema- time, compile-time and decision-time [25].

Studies of Roddick [25] offer a generic model for schema versioning in Spatio- Temporel DataBases (STDB). It is a flexible model
supporting easy integration of temporal, spatial and parallel characteristics of versioning. Indeed, all dimensions of versioning
are treated in a uniform way through a multi-dimensional coordinate system. In this model, the DB is made up of an intentional
part (meta data, a set of schema versions) and an extensional part (object data, a set of data of reference). Every schema version
can be structured as a definition part plus stamping coordinates. Schema definition part includes all data structure definitions

Figure 1. The basic principles of schema versioning in GDB
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(e.g. a set of catalog tables in RDB, a set of class definitions in OODB) while coordinate part defines multi-dimensional spaces
representing schema version pertinence. Different functions are proposed to define a schema version and select a given
version.

In conclusion, we remark that schema versioning in GDBs is treated in few studies. According to our research, only Roddick’s
studies offer solutions for schema versioning in STDBs. However, studies using schema versioning in other types of DBs
essentially TDBs and OODBs are multiple. Therefore, we can profit from these studies to propose a new solution for schema
versioning in GDBs.

3. Proposed Approach

Schema versioning gives the GDB manager more flexibility to do some changes in the initial model. In order to keep track of every
change taken by the schema and to have the change historic, we follow a temporal schema versioning approach [14].

The basic principles of our approach is to versioning the schema of a GDB by the versioning of its classes which are also
versioned by the versioning of their attributes and/or their methods as shown in the figure 1.

Legend: Class_X (vk) means the class X in the version vk,
Avi means the attribute A in the version vi and
Mvj means the method M in the version vj

In this diagram, the lighter color classes are those of the UML meta model as presented by the OMG1 and the other classes are
added by our approach in order to ensure temporal schema versioning.

To highlight the characteristics of GDBs, we choose to decompose the classes on two categories: classes of geographical
objects (CGO) and classes of non geographical objects (CNGO). Both categories can undergo changes that take them from a
state to another. We talk about versions of classes for which we define the class “ClassVersion”. This class stores the different
versions of every class belonging to the GDB. A new version of a class is created not only when a class is added or deleted but
also when its structure is updated. In fact, the structure of a class is composed of a set of attributes and a set of methods. For
classes of geographical objects these methods include a set of geometry methods that relates to the geometry type of the object
as defined by the OpenGis [15]. These methods are decomposed on three categories: basic methods, For applying these basic
principles, we propose the meta model presented by the UML class diagram of figure 2 methods for testing the spatial relations
between the geographical objects and methods of spatial analysis. Every method of every class can have some changes. For
this, we define the class “MethodVersion” that stores the different versions of every method. The attributes of a class can have
some changes. We define the class “AttributeVersion” for storing the different versions of every attribute. We choose to
decompose attributes into: key attributes (KA) and non key attributes (NKA). The latter are also decomposed into: photo
attributes (PHA) and temporal attributes (TA). For PHA, their values don’t evolve over time while TA values evolve over time. For
classes of geographical objects, they have a specific temporal attribute which is the geometry attribute.

This attribute learns about the shape and the location of a geographical object. It has as type one of the subclasses of the  class
“Geometry” defined by the OpenGis.

To resolve the problem of unnecessary copying of information that does not change while updating, we define a class
“TempAttrClass” for every TA. This class stores the different values of the corresponding TA for every treated object. For the
classes that concern the geographical temporal attributes, they are stored in the class “ClassOfGeomAttrClass”. This solution
facilitates some operations manipulating the geographical objects (by its geometry type) such as the verification of the spatial
relations between them. Also, for every PHA, we can have an attribute class as illustrated by the relationship between
“PhotoAttribute” and “PhotoAttrClass” classes in the figure 1. This class is created in the case of an added PHA (after class

1Object Management Group: www.omg.org
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creation) or deleted PHA which explain “0..*” cardinality nearby “PhotoAttrClass” class. This solution allows to avoid the use
of  “Nil ” values.

In order to determine what classes belonging to a schema version of the GDB at a given time we Every class defined in the meta
model will be transformed into a relation as we will show in the following.

“ClassOfClasses” class is transformed into a relation having the same name and formatted as follows: ClassOfClasses (CName,
SAT, EAT). SAT belongs to the KA which permits to have classes of the same name but not in application at the same time.

“ClassVersion” class is transformed into a relation having the same name and formatted as follows: ClassVersion (CName,
VersC, SAT, EAT).

“AttributeVersion” class is transformed into a relation having the same name and formatted as follows: AttributeVersion
(CName, AName, VersA, TypA, Nature, SAT, EAT). In this formalization, TypA indicates the type of the attribute which is selected
among the types proposed by the DBMS. The nature of the attribute can be:

• KA: key attribute
• OPH: original photo attribute (created with the class)
• APH: added photo attribute (not created with the class)
• OT: original temporal attribute
• AT: added temporal attribute

In our proposal, key attributes can evolve through changing their types that’s why we save different versions for them. The
distinction between OPH and APH allows knowing the attribute emplacement. In fact, OPHA belongs to the original define the
class “ClassOfClasses”. This class inform about the period of application [6] of every class. In fact, we allow a start application
time (SAT) for every class when it is created. Also, we allow an end application time (EAT) for every class when it is deleted.

The application time (AT) is used to stamp all versions defined for the classes, the methods and the attributes. The choice of the
AT is for the same reasons enlisted in [6].

In order to implement the proposed meta model classes, we choose to follow an object relational approach. This approach
benefits from certain characteristics of OO approach and retains the performance of the relational one. This choice is favored by
the use of the object relational DBMS PostgreSQL.

class while APHA has an appropriate class (attribute class) and not belongs to the original class.

“MethodVersion” class is transformed into a relation having the same name and formatted as follows: MethodVersion (CName,
MName, VersM, Param, Code, SAT, EAT). The attribute Param is multi-valuated containing the different parameters of the
method. The attribute Code takes as value the address of the file containing the method definition.

Every class of the GDB is formatted as follow: ClassName ({KA1, …, KAn}, {PHA1, …, PHAm}, {TA1, …, TAp}, SLT, ELT, STT,
ETT). Every class is  composed of a set of key attributes (KA), a set ofphoto attributes (PHA), a set of temporal attributes (TA)
and a set of stamping attributes which are: Start Life Time (SLT), End Life Time (ELT), STT and ETT. Stamping attributes
determine, for every object of a class, its existing period in the reality  (life time) and in the system (transaction time).

“TempAttrClass” class is transformed into a relation having as name the concatenation of the class name and the TA name.
Example: the relation  Building_NBEt is defined for the TA NBEt defined in the class Building. It is formatted as following:
ClassName_TAName (RN, NVers, Val, SVT, EVT, STT, ETT, N_PRED, N_SUCC and N_ERRONNE). RN presents the OId of the
object for which we like to define a value for the corresponding TA.

“PhotoAttrClass” class is transformed into a relation having as name the concatenation of the class name and the PHA name.
It is created when a PH attribute is deleted or added after the creation of the class. Example: the relation Building_AdrB is
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Figure 2. The meta model for schema versioning for GDB
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defined for the APH AdrB defined in the class Building. It is formatted as following: ClassName_PHAName (RN, Val).

For methods defined in different classes, they will be transformed into functions or procedures allowing the object manipulation.
For the geometry methods that are defined in the classes of geographical objects they are used and executed in the queries
manipulating the objects of these classes.

4. Conclusions

The GDB schema can often undergo modifications. That’s why taking into account GDB schema evolution is very important. It
allows having a GDB conform to user and application needs and faithful to reality. In this context, we studied the GDB schema
evolution by versioning in order to have track of all changes made by the designer to the GDB schema. In our proposals, we
used the application time for stamping schema versions as in the studies of [6]. We chose to versioning every class through the
versioning of its attributes and its methods. In fact, when an attribute evolves, the structure of the class to which it belongs
evolves too and then a new version is created. Well, method evolution causes, essentially, the evolution of the class to which
it belongs. However, the creation of a new class version does not means the creation of a new copy of it while migrating the old
data as in several studies in the literature [6, 24, 8, 14, 13] but we limit ourselves to save a new version in the relation “ClassVersion”
while specifying its application period. Also, a new version for every attribute and every method is created for the added class.
Also, data is never physically converted and it is usually accessed through conversion interfaces.

Our proposals give an efficient solution to remedy the problem of “Nil” values appearing when adding or deleting a new
attribute while defining a class relative to the attribute. This indeterminate value occupies disc space and has different
interpretations. We give also a solution for the unnecessary copying of information that does not change when an update is
applied by the definition  of an appropriate class for the TA. We will try to ameliorate our approach by proposing change
operators for GDB schema. We will also look after the proposal of a tool facilitating GDB schema evolution management. As
perspectives, we desire to propose a solution for data versioning in GDBs and also propose tests permitting the verification of
GDB coherence after every update.
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